NADIA

- PRODUCTIVE
- BUSY
- OVERWHELMED

“HOW TO USE A NADIA”
Nadia is very proud of...

**HER DAD:**
- Works hard
- Strongest & kindest man
- A bit weird

**HER BROTHER:**
- Autistic
- Very cute
- Best friend

**HER MUM:**
- Strong principles
- Very wise
- Yells at me a lot
Nadia’s greatest hobby is... TO READ

WHY?
• teaches me how to think
• escape mechanism

FAVORITE AUTHORS:
• Roald Dahl
• Oliver Sacks
• George Orwell
Nadia’s favorite...

**DISH:** Mamak food

**DESTINATION:** Home after a long day

**MUSIC:**
- Muse
- Red Hot Chili Peppers
- Bring Me The Horizon

**TV SHOWS:**
- Breaking Bad
- Peaky Blinders
Nadia’s 7 dimensions:

- CAREER
- FRIENDS & FAMILY
- HEALTH
- PERSONAL GROWTH
- SPIRITUALITY
- CREATIVE OUTLETS
- SOCIAL CAUSES
Nadia’s learning style:

**DIVERGER**
- Can break down difficult concepts into something simple
- LOOOOVES BRAINSTORMING

**STRENGTHS:**
- Can break down difficult concepts into something simple
- LOOOOVES BRAINSTORMING

**BUDDY:**
- I don’t have one yet

**OPPORTUNITY:**
- Combine my brainstorming with some structure